
Exercise I: compassion fatigue: compounding (the feeling that some people have that stops 
them caring a lot or giving money to charity because they have seen too many reports or 
television programmes about disasters) 
e-publishing: clipping (the business of producing books that are designed to be read using a 
computer) 
gastropub: blending (a pub that is fashionable inside and has good and expensive food) 
ladette: affixation 
MC: initialism 
prebuttal: -> rebuttal (might be subsumed under the heading of affixation) 
SCART: acronym 
SGML: initalism 
bruschetta: loanword (Italian bread) 
campus: layering 
 
maximum score: 10 points 
 
Exercise II:  
 
forwards-backwards: directional oppositeness 
frame-window: meronymy 
expand-contract: directional oppositeness 
mole-spy: synonymy 
fill-empty: directional oppositeness 
fail-succeed: complementary antonymy 
picture-painting: synonymy 
hot-cold: gradable antonymy 
master-servant: converseness 
 
maximum score: 9 points 
 
Exercise III: see relevant session; maximum score: 12 points (6 each) 
 
Exercise IV:  
 
problems that MLDs must address: 
 

a) decoding: - definitions (avoid defining the known in terms of the unknown, use a 
controlled defining vocabulary, use illustrations and photos), - access structure 
(consistent policy on compounds and phrasal verbs, clear sense divisions) 

b) encoding: word class, inflection, valency/complementation (verb, noun and adjective 
patterns), collocation and phraseology (preferably in bold print), examples (made-up 
vs. authentic), style and field labels, etc. 

 
cf. e.g. Cowie (1999) on how these problems have been adressed in various dictionaries 
 
maximum score: 20 points 
 
Exercise V: Schnecke = a) snail b) slug (although German and English speakers have the 
same concepts, the English speaker is forced to make the distinction at the intralingual level, 
cf. relevant session; the examples we used then were scissors and poil) 
 



maximum score: 6 points 
 
Exercise VI: collocation = habitual co-occurence of words, more specifically: 
 

a) frequency-oriented approach (British contextualism, Firth/Sinclair): statistical co-
occurrence of two elements within a particular, arbitrary span or window (4 to left and 
right, etc.), word = unit separated by a blank space 

b) semantic approach (Hausmann, Herbst, Mel’cuk): collocate is selected by the base 
(directionality) in terms of a number of lexical functions (+Magn: strenuously deny, 
+Oper: do research, conduct an investigation), collocate has an idiomatic meaning 
which is different from its usual meaning (pay attention), collocate is semantically less 
autonomous than the base (fall ill) 
 
collocations occupy a central position on the phraseological continuum (fixed 
expressions at one end, free combinations at the other) 

 
maximum score: 20 points 
 
 
maximum overall score: 77 points 
 


